This Career Center Newsletter provides an insight into careers with a focus on **Engineering Geology, Geoenergy and Georesources**, including first-hand experience from a GFZ Alumna and relevant skills for job entry. Careers in this field range from engineering services to the energy and environmental sector.

**Top 3 Skills for Entering the Job Market of Engineering Geology**

- Build your **network** with people already working in the field of engineering geology.
- Consider writing initiative applications - smaller offices need personnel, but rarely announce their open job positions.
- Further training is usually very specialised and acquired on-the-job. Find out more about the job profile "Engineering Geologist" [here](#).

**GFZ Alumna Dr. Anna Szymanski**  
**Ingenieurbüro Asbrand HYDRO Consult GmbH**

In this months alumni story, **Dr. Anna Szymanski** discusses the skill-set needed for working in an engineering office and clarifies common biased opinion of her field of work. She is very happy with her career decision.

**Geoenergy and Georesources - developing perspectives**

The environment friendly use of the geological underground is a topic of the future and will be also reflected on an increasing number of **open job positions**. Careers in engineering geoenergy and georesources build on a comprehensive knowledge of the physical, biological and chemical processes in the Earth. With a doctoral thesis on a process-oriented topic of the Earth, you are a demanded applicant for industry.

**Upcoming Career Events**

- Geo Postdoc Session: Time Management | 18 January 2022
- **17. Karrieremesse Internationale Organisationen** | 27 January 2022
- Career Day 2022: Finding Direction & Supporting Career Decisions! | 22 March 2022